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[01:49:53] Session One: 13 February 2015  
 
00:00:00  Kevin Chase [KC] born in Handsworth, Birmingham 17 October 1954. Description of 

relationship with two sisters, close in age. Story about growing up in small terraced 
house, playing games with sisters and sibling rivalry over bedrooms. Comments that 
siblings have affected and influenced each other. Remarks on difficulty faced by 
mother when father was away working. Mentions visiting Ireland often as parents 
were both from there. Description of grandparents. Mother worked when children left 
primary school, first in a biscuit factory and then as a bed-maker in a hospital and a 
care assistant into her sixties. Father worked on buildings for George Wimpey.  

00:06:23  Description of area KC grew up in: working-class, first house in Handsworth 
demolished and moved to house near to the local Catholic school. Description of 
attending Catholic School and neighbours attending other local schools, not passing 
11 plus or having the same ethos. Discussion about ethos around education, class-
division and differing views about the value of education. Story about the Mincher 
family.  

00:11:55  Comments on there not being many books in KC’s house growing up. Mentions 
Charles Dickens. Mentions Christine Feehan, Dark Legend. Mentions Charlotte 
Brontë, Jane Eyre. 

00:12:27  Mentions sister reading a great deal and remarks on her having influenced his 
reading. Comments that they did not necessarily read the same books. 

00:13:09  Remarks on learning to read at school. Description of learning to read: progressing 
from green books to blue books, charts on wall and difficulties with pronunciation of 
letters. 

00:15:06  Remarks on mother’s lack of education in Ireland but recalls her quoting from William 
Shakespeare, Macbeth. Comments that his father coached KC and his sister through 
their education. 

00:16:43  Description of attending Catholic grammar school for boys following the 11 plus: had 
to take two buses. Comments on it being a disciplined environment: wore uniforms, 
pupils called by their surnames. Remarks that school reminded his father of Frank 
Richards, Billy Bunter series. Mentions Anthony Buckeridge, Jennings series. 
Comments that influence of parents lessened over time.  

00:19:32  Description of leaving school and deciding to be a writer. Remarks on having worked 
in a geriatrics hospital. Story about working five days in a three day week in a steel 
foundry in Birmingham. Comments that everyone else seemed to be enjoying 
University and so he made a decision to study.  

00:22:26  Description of experience at University of East Anglia, studying Economics and 
Philosophy. Comments that he thought economics would be a useful subject to study 
but that he was not very good at maths. Description of route into University: mature 
student, articulate in interview. Story about attending interview with Victor Sage for 
transfer to English Literature degree: asked what was the last book he read and 
discussed E.M Forrester, Howard’s End. Anecdote about not knowing Howard’s End 
famous quote. Story about taking one module in nineteenth century literature. 
Remarks on unexpected academic nature of course. Comments that it was not like 
the reading group: where they talk about what they do and do not like about a book. 



00:27:13  Mentions Richard Popkin, Philosophy Made Simple. Anecdote about battling 
academics who would refute each other’s philosophy. Comments on not 
understanding what either were saying. Remarks on enjoying University generally. 

00:28:23  Discussion about reading for pleasure during University. Description of partner, 
Maggie, studying English and American Studies and both enjoying reading. 
Comments on preferring to read for pleasure than for any other purpose. Remarks 
that he was at University during the 1970s, leaving in 1979. Comments that it was a 
good time, and nice to be away from home but that he did not necessarily get 
involved in the politics or activism of the time. Mentions Socialist Workers’ Party.  

00:31:19  Comments on Labour supporting parents. Discussion about newspapers. Recalls 
reading the Daily Mirror from cover to cover every day, starting at the back with the 
football. Description of the Daily Mirror: aspirational working-class, unpretentious. 
Remarks that tabloids became patronising under Rupert Murdoch. Anecdote about 
laughing at The Sun . Mentions Kingsley Amis and John Pilger. Remarks that left-
thinking University students who were active politically did not seem to be 
representative of parents, or other working class people and were acting on their 
behalf. Remarks that sister was more left-wing and politically active.  

00:33:32  Anecdote about pronunciation of Reader’s Digest. Comments that mother thought 
people should be out doing something during the day, rather than reading. Comments 
that sister was the sort of person who would miss a bus stop because she was 
reading a book. Description of sister as a reader: impractical and determined. 
Discussion about Uncle’s reading habits. Discussion about Reader’s Digest items. 
Mentions Improve Your Word Power quizzes. Remarks on Dad’s cousin, a nurse, 
being a big reader and sending Reader’s Digest condensed books.  

00:38:10  Remarks that a friend from primary school’s parents would take him and his two 
sisters to Handsworth Library every two weeks. Mentions that KC’s family did not 
have a car. Description of Handsworth Library: large, gothic mansion, children’s 
library lined with book stacks. Comments that he can remember where some books 
where located in the library. Mentions John Bunyan, The Pilgrim’s Progress, Mentions 
John Buchan, The 38 Steps and The Complete Richard Hannay. Discussion about 
Alexandre Dumas, The Three Musketeers.  Mentions The Vicomte of Braggelonne. 
Comments that they were good books for improving your vocabulary. Anecdote about 
difficult pronunciations of characters names. Comments on enjoying adventure 
stories: dense, rich and a lot of things to follow and remember. Mentions Russell 
Thorndike, Doctor Syn collection. Comments on not enjoying reading Georgette 
Heyer, though one of his sister’s favourites. Mentions Baroness Emma Orczy The 
Scarlet Pimpernel. Comments that the books his sister read were too romantic.  

00:42:42  Description of playing adventure games with friends in a nearby farm. Mentions Robin 
Hood story. 

00:43:25  Further description about taking children’s books out of Handsworth Library. Further 
discussion about The Pilgrim’s Progress: well-presented, good adventure story. 
Remarks on graduating from colourful children’s books to more difficult ones in the 
adult section. Mentions Patricia Lynch, Brogreen series. Comments that there are a 
lot of ways to access things to read nowadays. Comments that he still wanders 
around Handsworth Library in his brain, but that borrowing books from libraries is less 
valuable now as they are less rare.  

00:46:59  Discussion about receiving comics as gifts. Mentions The Hornet, The Beano. 
Mentions sisters receiving Bunty, Judy and Jackie and KC reading them all. Mentions 
The Wizard, Chips. Remarks on enjoying American comics. Anecdote about writing to 
cousins in New York and asking them to send silly putty, which got stuck in his hair 
when playing with it. Mentions Superman, Spiderman. Comments that people still like 
those comics today. Remarks on collecting and swapping them with friends as a child 
but no longer reading them as an adult. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



00:50:59  Description of books read in adolescence. Mentions Charles Dickens: comments that 
father used to talk about him, though KC never saw him reading any. Mentions 
enjoying reading Jane Austen, and still being a fan today. Remarks on having not 
wanted to read children’s books anymore. Mentions The Hobbit series. Mentions Lord 
of the Rings film series. Comments on working in IT and colleagues reading The 
Hobbit series. Comments on being disappointed by the final instalment, The 
Fellowship of the Ring. Description of re-reading the first two instalments of the series 
at a family house in Ireland. Further description of reading in Ireland: raining outside, 
furniture made by uncle, bookshelf above uncle’s chair containing books about 
cowboys. Comments that KC was only able to read his books when his uncle was not 
there and in secret. Mentions Joseph Conrad, The Secret Sharer. Anecdote about 
being presented books as a prize in school assembly: chosen by KC as a book of 
adventure stories and a biography of Charles Dickens. 

00:58:54 Comments that he was always encouraged to go down the literature route. Remarks 
that being read a story at the end of the day at primary school was his favourite time. 
Comments on difficulty with maths and numbers. Mentions returning to complete an 
A-Level in maths at the age of thirty. Story about undertaking an aptitude test and a 
number of job interviews in order to get into a career in computing.  

01:02:34 Discussion about wanting to be a Bookseller when at school. Comments on living 
with friends who also wanted to be booksellers after completing their A-Levels. Story 
about collecting books from junk shops and markets and building up a large collection 
of books in the house. Story about starting a small book-selling business called 
Interesting Books, buying books in London which would then be sold at books and 
craft fairs in Birmingham. Comments that it did not earn enough money to make a 
living.  

01:05:45 Discussion about moving to London. Mentions driving black cabs as a job in Norwich 
after University but wanting to return to a big city. Description of squatting in London: 
finding a new flat in Wandsworth through a squatters advice service before finding 
another place with friends. Story about various people moving in to the squat. 
Comments that he had been very bored in Birmingham and there was much more 
going on in London. Remarks that Brimingham is more lively now than in the 1980s. 

01:11:45 Discussion about KC’s partner: abroad for ten years after University but kept in touch.  
01:12:34 Discussion about wanting to be a writer. Description of grammar school: revering 

writers and their work, smoking cigarettes and talking about philosophy. Mentions 
Charles Dickens. Remarks on having wanted to write a story about real people, rather 
than adventure or fantasy. Discussion about Jane Austen: writes about real people 
and the way they behave. Mentions Anthony Trollope: describes the world he sees 
around him.  

01:15:35 Discussion about books read during English Literature module. Mentions George 
Eliot, Charles Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray and Wilkie Collins. Discussion 
about Martin Amis and Ian McEwan. Description of small public library in central 
Birmingham: large book stacks with large oak table upstairs where you could study. 
Comments that the most important thing about a library was access to books not 
otherwise available, and having an area to study. Mentions British Museum reading 
library. Mentions reading Ian McEwan, First Love Last Rites in that library. Comments 
that Ian McEwan and Martin Amis were trying to break through and do something 
different. Remarks on not knowing much about American Literature. Mentions 
Dovstoyevsky.  

01:18:55 Discussion about how to select which books to read. Mentions Balham reading group: 
members select a book. Comments that his sisters often recommend and lend books 
which he does not want to read. Remarks that his older sister is a veracious reader 
and enjoys Terry Pratchett, Margaret Atwood. Comments that his younger sister 
prefers books about things she enjoys doing: sailing. Remarks that when enough time 
has passed the books end up in a charity shop. 

 
 
 
 
 



01:20:32    Discussion about Balham reading group. Comments that many friends who attend 
book groups are female, as are the other members. Further description of Balham 
reading group: with a large number of members it can be difficult to contribute any 
new comments by the time your turn comes around. Discussion about joining Golden 
Years reading group instead: KC was attracted to the group when finding out they 
were reading Will Self books. Comments that it is well run by a volunteer and 
discussion is facilitated effectively. Discussion about difference between reading 
group and being recommended books by friends. Comments that one book a month 
is not too much. Remarks that you are not always reading something you want to 
read but that it is a good opportunity to find books you wouldn’t have read otherwise. 
Brief plot description of a disappointing book.  

01:25:36 Further discussion about Balham Golden Years reading group. Comments that 
discussion is not academic but not necessarily trivial. Remarks that it is interesting to 
read book reviews on Amazon. Mentions Jodi Picoult. Brief discussion about gender 
and books: does not enjoy particular books which women seem to favour. Comments 
that not everyone speaks during the reading group, and that not everyone reads the 
book. Mentions having chosen the last book for the group: Joseph Conrad, The 
Secret Agent. Brief discussion about Katie Price: comments that they are well written 
but not to his taste. Further discussion about book reviews on Amazon. Mentions 
Louis de Bernières. Mentions Lawrence Wright, The Looming Tower: Al-Qaeda and 
the Road to 9/11. Discussion about recommendations on Amazon. Comments that so 
much is being written today it can be difficult to decide what to read. Remarks on 
having an account with Audible but rarely listening to audiobooks. Discussion about 
retention to memory when reading a physical book, compared to on a Kindle.  

01:37:52   Discussion about location of reading: where there is good light, by a window, at the 
library. Mentions listening to Radio 4 on headphones in bed with the light off, rather 
than reading. Comments that a Kindle is useful when travelling.  

01:40:06 Discussion about members of the Golden Years reading group: not many male 
members, local, predominantly white, middle-class. Comments that reading is a fairly 
middle-class activity. 

01:43:20 Discussion about books which have been important to KC. Mentions John 
Lanchester, Capital. Mentions Norman Collins, London Belongs to Me. Brief 
description of Alain-Fournier, Le Grand Meaulnes. Mentions J.D Salinger, Catcher in 
the Rye. Comments on re-reading Jane Austen, Charles Dickens and George Eliot: 
can get more out of them every time you re-read. Comments that you get a different 
angle on books when you read them later in life. Remarks on buying play scripts, but 
not necessarily reading them, and going to the theatre. Discussion about film 
adaptations. Mentions Mary Poppins and The Lord of the Rings. 

 
[01:49:53] End of Session One 

 


